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ABSTRACT: Developing novel materials and device architectures
to further enhance the eﬃciency of polymer solar cells requires a
fundamental understanding of the impact of chemical structures
on photovoltaic properties. Given that device characteristics
depend on many parameters, deriving structure−property relationships has been very challenging. Here we report that a single
parameter, hole mobility, determines the ﬁll factor of several
hundred nanometer thick bulk heterojunction photovoltaic devices
based on a series of copolymers with varying amount of ﬂuorine
substitution. We attribute the steady increase of hole mobility with
ﬂuorine content to changes in polymer molecular ordering.
Importantly, all other parameters, including the eﬃciency of free
charge generation and the coeﬃcient of nongeminate recombination, are nearly identical. Our work emphasizes the need to achieve high mobility in combination with strongly suppressed charge
recombination for the thick devices required by mass production technologies.

■

INTRODUCTION
As a promising low cost energy conversion technology for a
sustainable future, organic solar cells have received a
tremendous amount of attention in the past decade. Intensive
research activities into organic based donor (D):acceptor (A)
bulk-heterojunction (BHJ) devices have generated rapid and
signiﬁcant progress, with 10% eﬃciency single active layer
polymer:fullerene cells already on the horizon.1 Though these
impressive accomplishments have been largely driven by the
design and synthesis of novel conjugated materials,2−6 pursuing
a fundamental understanding of the complex donor:acceptor
morphology7−9 and device physics10−12 of these novel materials
has oﬀered invaluable insights, providing important correlations
between chemical structure and device properties. However,
given the fact that many factors inﬂuence the photovoltaic
performance of BHJ deviceschemistry/materials related
properties (energy levels, band gap, molecular weight, etc.),
morphology and molecular texture related properties (molecular orientation, domain size and purity, etc.), and charge
carrier dynamics (yield and ﬁeld-dependence of charge
generation, nongeminate recombination, mobility, trapping
etc.)as-derived structure−properties correlations are typically
convoluted.13,14 It has been very diﬃcult, if at all possible, to
draw simple and explicit correlations between a change in
© 2014 American Chemical Society

chemistry and an observed variation in device performance, let
alone oﬀer straightforward yet convincing physical causes.
The complexity of such structure−function relations can be
illustrated by the ongoing investigation of the “ﬂuorine (F)
eﬀect”, i.e., the device performance improvement via the
ﬂuorine substitution into conjugated polymers.4,15−17 Indeed, a
signiﬁcant amount of work in pursuit of the underlying reasons
for this “ﬂuorine” eﬀect has been carried out. While the often
observed increase of the open circuit voltage (Voc) is well
understood and can be ascribed to the deeper HOMO (highest
occupied molecular orbital) energy level of the ﬂuorinated
polymer,4 it became clear that ﬂuorination can also increase
other photovoltaic properties (but does not always do so), such
as the short circuit current (Jsc) and the ﬁll factor (FF).2 Several
mechanisms, such as charge separation assisted by the
intramolecular electrostatics,18 improvements in mobility due
to planarization of the backbone along with better intermolecular order,19 preferential texture with respect to the
substrate,17 and preferential orientation of the backbone with
respect to the discrete D/A interface,9 have been proposed as
explanations for the “F eﬀect”. However, relating such structural
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Scheme 1. Synthesis of the Set of PBnDT-(X)TAZ with Various Amount of F Substitutiona

a

R1 = 3-butylnonyl, R2 = 2-butyloctyl.

enhancement of hole mobility with the increasing F
substitution on the conjugated backbone is solely responsible
for the signiﬁcantly increased ﬁll factor, the dominant impact
on the overall eﬃciency, of ∼350 nm thick BHJ devices for
these ﬁve copolymers. Almost all other previously proposed
explanations for the “F eﬀect” are either not observed or only
play very minor roles in this study. We primarily attribute the
increases in mobility to improved intermolecular charge
transfer due to an observed improvement in the molecular
π−π stacking in the beneﬁcial face-on orientation relative to the
electrodes.
Recent work has identiﬁed insuﬃcient hole mobility as a
major cause of limited device performance: ineﬃcient hole
extraction results in enhanced losses via nongeminate
recombination.13,27 These eﬀects become particularly important
for large layer thicknesses, since photogenerated charges need
to travel a large distance toward the electrodes and internal
ﬁelds are rather low in the solar cell working regime and
decrease with increasing layer thickness.28,29 Our discovery of
this simple, yet unambiguous, correlation between carrier
mobility and ﬁll factor caused by the increased F substitution,
urges us to search for methods to increase the charge carrier
(e.g., holes) mobility, implementing both intentional molecular
structure design and/or careful morphological control in the
BHJ blend. Such an approach will enable high device
eﬃciencies for active layer thickness above 300 nm, which is
ideal for high absorption and ease of fabrication, particularly
when considering roll-to-roll or other high volume printing
techniques preferred for commercialization.

changes to device performance becomes diﬃcult since altering
the chemical structure of the backbone typically aﬀects
important morphological (e.g., domain size distribution and
purity) and textural parameters (e.g., molecular packing and
orientation). (For simplicity, we use the term “morphology” to
describe the spatial distributions of the organic donor and
acceptor, and “texture” to describe molecular packing,
mosaicity, and orientation correlations.) For example, typical
polymer:fullerene blend systems are characterized by a
signiﬁcant change in domain size and purity when ﬂuorine
atoms are added to the acceptor moiety of the
“donor−acceptor” polymer.17,20−22 Importantly, these mesoscale morphological changes will aﬀect other relevant
parameters, such as the probability that a photogenerated
exciton reaches the heterojunction of dispersed minority D or
A, or that free carriers recombine nongeminately.20 Furthermore, the molecular weight of these conjugated polymers has a
signiﬁcant, and only recently appreciated, impact on morphology and device performance,23 but is not always well
controlled.24 Therefore, though several studies revealed a
monotonic change of some or all photovoltaic parameters with
increasing ﬂuorine content,21,25,26 it turned out to be diﬃcult to
assign these chemical structure induced performance changes
to basic physical processes and causes. Finally, these studies
rarely quantiﬁed all loss processes. With a limited set of
measurements, one can only reach incomplete conclusions.
In contrast to these earlier studies, where the impact of
morphology and texture is signiﬁcant and complicates the
structure−property correlation, here we report that in a series
of ﬁve PBnDT-FTAZ based copolymers2 with a systematic
increase of the F substitution and very comparable molecular
weights, the morphology of the BHJ blends as well as molecular
orientation of the polymer chains relative to the D/A interface
is surprisingly similar for all ﬁve polymers blended with PCBM.
However, the overall power conversion eﬃciency of these ﬁve
closely structurally related polymers varies by more than 80%. A
comprehensive investigation reveals that almost all parameters
describing photocarrier dynamics are also comparable, except
the hole mobility. In fact, the monotonic and steady

■

RESULTS

Design and Synthesis of PBnDT-(X)TAZ. We chose
PBnDT-(X)TAZ to construct the studied set of copolymers,
because the hydrogen version (PBnDT-HTAZ) and the
ﬂuorinated version (PBnDT-FTAZ) have shown signiﬁcant
diﬀerences in important device characteristics in thick ﬁlm
devices.2,9 The amount of ﬂuorine (F) substitution in the
PBnDT-(X)TAZ was systematically varied by adjusting the feed
ratio of these two monomers (HTAZ and FTAZ) via random
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Table 1. PBnDT-(X)TAZ: Chemical Composition, Molecular Weight, and Photovoltaic Device Properties
PBnDT-(X)TAZa
F00*
F25
F50
F75
F100*

feed ratio of HTAZ:FTAZ
(wt % F)b
1:0
3:1
1:1
1:3
0:1

(0.00)
(0.94)
(1.86)
(2.77)
(3.66)

actual
wt % Fc

Mn
(kg/mol)

dispersity
(Đ)

0.00
0.93
1.77
2.45
3.35

71
59
44
44
38

2.6
2.9
2.5
2.7
2.5

Voc (V)
0.731
0.742
0.764
0.780
0.797

±
±
±
±
±

0.004
0.001
0.002
0.004
0.004

Jsc (mA/cm2)
11.27
12.27
12.44
12.21
12.75

±
±
±
±
±

0.48
0.25
0.37
0.36
0.44

FF (%)
46.6
54.3
62.3
64.9
70.6

±
±
±
±
±

0.9
0.7
1.0
1.3
1.3

η (%)
3.84
4.94
5.92
6.18
7.17

±
±
±
±
±

0.16
0.16
0.22
0.25
0.32

Nomenclature: “F25” represents the polymer made with a feed ratio of HTAZ:FTAZ at 3:1, thus 25% FTAZ by molar ratio in (X)TAZ. The wt %
F in the polymer, however, is actually 0.93%, as given in the column entitled with “actual % F”. “*” denotes a homopolymer (i.e., “F00” is the original
PBnDT-HTAZ, and “F100” is the original PBnDT-FTAZ). bTheoretical wt % F is the calculated value based on the feed ratio of HTAZ:FTAZ.
c
Actual wt % F was obtained by elemental analysis of all ﬁve samples. Note that there must be a slight systematic error that underreports the actual Fcontent, as even the F100 yields a value below what is expected.
a

Figure 1. (a) J−V curves for the BHJ devices of ∼350 nm thick ﬁlms based on all ﬁve copolymers of PBnDT-(X)TAZ under 1 sun, AM 1.5G
condition. (b) EQE for the same devices in (a). (c) The change of Jsc and Voc with increased amount of F substitution. (d) The increase of ﬁll factor
tracks the increase of overall device eﬃciency as more F substituents are incorporated into the copolymer.

average molecular weight (Mn) of 40 kg/mol appears to be
optimal for fully achieving the excellent photovoltaic properties
of PBnDT-FTAZ.23 We thus followed our previously reported
procedure to carefully purify all monomers (i.e., FTAZ, HTAZ
and BnDT), catalyst, and other reagents, and applied
stoichiometric control methods to achieve similar molecular
weights for this set of PBnDT-(X)TAZ polymers. Indeed, the
measured molecular weights of all four F-containing polymers
(i.e., F25 through F100) are around 40 kg/mol, except for F00
(i.e., the original PBnDT-HTAZ) which has a higher molecular
weight of 71 kg/mol. Overall, there is an anticorrelation, with
lower molecular weight achieved for higher F-content. This is
likely due to the lower solubility of ﬂuorinated conjugated
polymers, which could cause retention of the low molecular
weight fraction in the ﬁnal polymer during the Soxhlet
extraction (thus a lower overall molecular weight). Importantly,
the actual amount of F substitution in these copolymers,
determined by elemental analysis, matches the calculated
amount (from the feed ratio of HTAZ:FTAZ) exceedingly
well (Table 1), a clear indication of the “randomness” of these
copolymerizations. The optical and aggregation properties of
these polymers are quite similar and consistent with prior
observations, with the absorption coeﬃcient increasing slightly

copolymerizations (Scheme 1 and Table 1). Since the only
diﬀerence between these two monomers (HTAZ and FTAZ) is
the two ﬂuorine substituents on the central benzotriazole, and
all polymers were prepared via (random) polycondensation,
this set of polymers can be considered to be PBnDT-HTAZ
with x% of randomly selected HTAZ units, on the conjugated
backbone, substituted with two F atoms (i.e., no regular
pattern; 0% is the original PBnDT-HTAZ while 100% is the
original PBnDT-FTAZ).
Obtaining such a set of conjugated polymers, diﬀering only
on the amount of F substitution in a random fashion, is not a
simple task. For example, two previous investigations24,26 on a
similar set of polymers based on PTB7 with diﬀerent amount of
F substitution (0% to 100% in 20% increments) obtained
diﬀerent device results, and therefore reached diﬀerent
conclusions, largely because of the poor control of the
molecular weight. In addition, the actual F% in the copolymers
signiﬁcantly deviated from the expected value derived from the
feed ratio.24 Fortunately, we recently demonstrated that with
puriﬁed monomers and catalysts, the molecular weight of
PBnDT-FTAZ can be precisely controlled via the classic
Carothers equation.23 Furthermore, by correlating molecular
weight with device performance, we showed that a number15568
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Figure 2. (a) P-SoXS circular average proﬁles at 284.1 eV. Scattering proﬁles for all blends show similar intensity and shape, indicating similar
distributions of spatial frequencies along with composition variations in the samples. All blends can be ﬁtted with single log-normal distributions,
except for the F00 blend, which requires two for a good ﬁt. (b) Sector averaged proﬁles representing P-SoXS data perpendicular and parallel to the
electric ﬁeld polarization. All samples show greater scattering perpendicular to the electric ﬁeld, reﬂecting face-on preferential molecular orientation
with respect to D/A interfaces (for data as a function of energy and quantitative analysis, see Figure S10).

that the dependence of Jsc on chemical structure is mainly
coupled to the ﬁll factor. The ﬁll factor, not only shows a
gradual increase along with the amount of F substitution, it
exhibits the most signiﬁcant change of all parameters, with an
improvement of about 50% going from F00 to F100. Overall,
and synergistically, the device eﬃciency steadily improves as the
amount of F substitution increases, resulting in an 80%
enhancement, from F00 (less than 4% overall energy
conversion eﬃciency) to F100 (over 7% eﬃciency). Notably,
the gradual increase in the device eﬃciency by incorporating
more F substitution tracks the trend of the ﬁll factor extremely
well (Figure 1d), clearly reﬂecting that the ﬁll factor is the
dominant factor for the eﬃciency enhancement.
In order to understand the cause(s) responsible for the
signiﬁcantly improved eﬃciency, ﬁll factor in particular, a
detailed investigation of the morphology and device physics
was needed and was therefore undertaken.
Morphology and Molecular Texture. The diﬀerences in
performance described above could be due to changes in
morphology with sequential ﬂuorination of the conjugated
backbone. Indeed, ﬂuorination has been shown to modify
morphology17,20 and could be an important eﬀect in this system
as well. However, as shown below, similar active layer
morphologies were observed for all devices in this work.
First, polarized resonant soft X-ray scattering (P-SoXS)
reveals that the domain spacing, domain purity, and preferential
molecular orientation with respect to the D/A interfaces cannot
explain the performance diﬀerences described above. Figure 2
shows Lorentz-corrected P-SoXS scattering proﬁles of active
layer ﬁlms ﬂoated directly from measured devices. The peak in
scattering intensity, or long period, corresponds to domain
spacings between 55 and 65 nm. Furthermore, the shapes of the
scattering proﬁles are similar, indicating similar distributions of
spatial frequencies of the samples. Speciﬁcally, BHJ blends
based on F25 through F100 only exhibit one log-normal spatial
frequency distribution as shown in Figure 2a. Only F00 requires
two log-normal distributions to ﬁt the observed spatial
frequency distributions. Along with domain spacing, integration
of each scattering proﬁle represents the total scattering intensity
(TSI), which is proportional to the square root of the average

as more F substituents were added on the conjugated backbone
(Figure S1, Supporting Information). In addition, the HOMO
energy levels estimated from the CV measurement are quite
similar to less than 0.1 eV diﬀerence among all ﬁve copolymers
(Figure S2), with the F00 (i.e., PBnDT-HTAZ) being the
highest and the F100 (i.e., PBnDT-FTAZ) the lowest as
previously reported (supplementary Table S1).
Photovoltaic Device Properties. Photovoltaic properties
of these polymers were obtained via standard BHJ devices
fabricated with identical processing condition (see Experimental Section for more details) in order to minimize impact on the
PV performance from other factors (e.g., morphological
changes due to diﬀerent solvent, current variation due to
signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the thickness of active layer). Here, we
chose an active layer thickness of ∼350 nm, which is of
signiﬁcant commercial relevance, in particular for roll-to-roll
printing. All thicknesses were very similar, with less than 5%
diﬀerence from one copolymer to the other (see Table S2).
Only through these rigorous controls can one draw meaningful
conclusion about structure−property relationships.
Figure 1a displays the J−V curves under 1 sun condition
(AM 1.5G, 100 mW/cm2) for all devices, with corresponding
external quantum eﬃciency (EQE) presented in Figure 1b.
With the data tabulated in Table 1, we plot the open circuit
voltage (Voc), short circuit current (Jsc), ﬁll factor (FF) and the
overall eﬃciency (η) against the amount of F substitution (%),
as shown in Figure 1c,d. A few notable ﬁndings emerge. First,
the Voc almost linearly increases with the amount of F
substitution. This implies that the electronic states/orbitals,
particularly the HOMOs, are delocalized and averaged over
many monomer units, likely due to the random nature of the F
substitution. However, the diﬀerence of Voc between F00 and
F100 is only 0.07 V, corresponding to a less than 10% increase
going from F00 to F100. Second, it appears that there is a large
increase in Jsc when 25% of the HTAZ being substituted with
FTAZ (i.e., F25), but then the increase of Jsc due to further
increasing the amount of F substitution levels oﬀ (with a slight
ﬂuctuation). Still, going from F00 to F100, the Jsc only increases
about 13%. Importantly, the current generated for high reverse
bias almost merges for all blends (Figure S4), demonstrating
15569
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composition variations over the length-scales characterized.7
Except for the F00 blend, all samples exhibit similar TSI and
therefore similar average domain purities, which diﬀer at most
in a nonmonotonic way by 15%. The F00 blend has domains at
two length scales that are on average 35% more mixed than the
other blends. The slightly diﬀerent morphology for the F00
blend could be due to the higher molecular weight of the
polymer in this blend. Finally, anisotropic scattering, the
strength of which has been positively correlated in some
systems to ﬁll factor and Jsc,9 was observed for all samples in
this study, and corresponds to the beneﬁcial face-on molecular
orientation with respect to the D/A interfaces. The strength of
molecular orientation is similar for the F25 to F100 samples,
with diﬀerences being less than 10%. As with the domain
purity, the F00 blend is also diﬀerent in regard to this structural
parameter. It exhibits a more random orientation relative to the
D/A interface, which is marked by the scattering anisotropy
being 30% weaker and only observed for the high-q peak. We
note that the HTAZ used in the current study has a higher
molecular weight than in the prior work by Tumbelston et al.,9
in which the HTAZ exhibited nearly random molecular
orientation, and thus a larger diﬀerence in molecular
orientation with respect to FTAZ than in the current study.
The prior work also exhibited a larger diﬀerence in performance, consistent with a possible impact arising from a diﬀerence
in molecular orientation as postulated by Tumbleston et al.
These diﬀerences emphasize again that molecular weight can
impact morphology, aggregation, and texture. Detailed studies
of all structural parameters and devices physics are therefore
required when assessing modiﬁcations of chemical structures.
Furthermore, FTAZ-based devices have been shown to be
relatively insensitive to diﬀerences in morphology,30 so long as
the molecular weight is reasonably high.23 It is thus unlikely
that the relatively subtle and nonmonotonic changes that are
observed in these morphological parameters can explain
monotonic changes in the device performance. Especially
since, except for the F00 blend, the morphologies of the four Fsubstituted blends (F25 through F100) are very similar and the
diﬀerences that are observed do not correlate to the device
performance. Thus, the interpretation of trends in the device
data as a function of the amount of F substitution has to be
based on parameters other than morphology (i.e., composition
distributions) or molecular orientation relative to the D/A
interface.
In contrast to the P-SoXS data that assesses the mesoscale
morphology and the in-plane molecular orientation relative to
the D/A interface, grazing incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering
(GIWAXS), shows a clear and monotonic evolution of the
texture, i.e., molecular packing and mosaicity (Figure 3). Even
though overall, only broad (100) and (010) polymer peaks are
observed, indicating short coherence lengths and a high degree
of disorder,30,31 signiﬁcant evolutions can be readily observed.
Figure 3 clearly shows that an increase in the amount of F
substitution causes a signiﬁcant increase in overall (010)
intensity, particularly in the out-of-plane direction (i.e.,
perpendicular to the electrodes). At the same time, the (100)
spacing increases, and the lamellar stacking becomes increasingly in-plane. The latter is consistent with reoriented chains
and crystallites that have face-on orientation with respect to the
electrodes and thus enhance the out-of-plane π−π stacking.
The increased π−π stacking might modify the average spacing
in the (010) direction, thus forcing (due to volume
conservation) the side chains to have, on average, a more

Figure 3. GIWAXS data of blend ﬁlms on glass/ITO/PEDOT:PSS
device substrates. The (100) lamellar, PCBM, and (010) π−π stacking
peaks are labeled. π−π stacking intensity, face-on crystallite orientation
with respect to the substrate, and lamellar distance increase with more
ﬂuorine content. In-plane and out-of-plane data set oﬀset for clarity.

extended conformation along the lamellar direction, resulting in
the increased lamellar spacing from F00 to F100 as observed.
The GIWAXS data thus indicate a systematic evolution of
molecular packing with increased π−π stacking, and increased
beneﬁcial face-on orientation relative to the electrodes as the
amount of F substitution increases. This evolution improves
intermolecular hole transfer in the required direction (vide
infra). Additionally, the GIWAXS data clearly shows a PCBM
aggregation peak at 1.4 Å−1, indicating that a favorable energetic
landscape and good electron transport is also present for the
electrons.
Factors Inﬂuencing Fill Factor. After having established
that only minor morphological diﬀerences but trending texture
exist for all ﬁve blends, we turn our attention to charge carrier
dynamics in order to understand the pronounced increase in ﬁll
factor with the higher amount of F substitution in the
conjugated backbone. The ﬁll factor depends on three
fundamental processes. The ﬁrst process is the charge generation
ef f iciency, meaning the probability that an incident photon
generates a free charge at a given internal ﬁeld. Some, but not
all, studies have shown that the formation of free charge carriers
depends on the ﬁeld, since the initially geminate pairs need to
overcome the Coulomb attraction. Therefore, a low charge
generation eﬃciency can cause the ﬁll factor of the device to
15570
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deteriorate.32,33 Second, the ﬁll factor is aﬀected by losses due
to nongeminate recombination (NGR), i.e., the free charge that is
lost due to recombination before being extracted. The NGR
loss current density (Jrec) is proportional to the recombination
coeﬃcient γ multiplied by the steady state carrier density n to
the power of the recombination order, which is two for
bimolecular recombination (BMR). Therefore, in the case of
BMR, this current loss can be expressed as Jrec = e·d·γ·n2 where
e is the elementary charge and d the active layer thickness.
When the recombination coeﬃcient γ is high, e.g., due to low
domain purity, free charges will be lost, particularly at low
internal ﬁelds close to the Voc, which results in a reduced ﬁll
factor.34 Third, when charge extraction is ineﬃcient due to low
(e.g., hole) mobilities, a higher overall steady-state carrier
density n is present in the device. Therefore, the probability
that a carrier undergoes NGR is increased,13 resulting again in a
low ﬁll factor. For a given generation current and electric ﬁeld,
the carrier density in the active layer scales inversely with
mobility. Thus, since the nongeminate recombination loss is
proportional to the product of electron and hole density, this
loss is very sensitive to the mobility.
Recently, techniques have become available that can
selectively probe losses from ﬁeld dependent free charge
formation and NGR. 32,33 Time-delayed collection ﬁeld
(TDCF) is one of these techniques.33 Within TDCF, a short
laser pulse generates charge carriers at a certain applied bias
(prebias Vpre), which is selected to lie within the solar cell
working regime. After 10 ns, the voltage is ramped up to high
reverse bias (collection bias Vcoll) to extract all generated
charges, thus avoiding losses from NGR. Importantly, the delay
time of 10 ns between photogeneration and extraction ensures
that all geminate pairs resulting in free charges have been split
up before the collection bias is applied, and using low ﬂuences
ensures that losses due to NGR are suppressed during the short
delay.
Charge Generation. The external generation eﬃciency
(EGE) measured as a function of applied prebias for all ﬁve
blends as determined by TDCF with a 530 nm excitation
wavelength is displayed in the upper panel of Figure 4. As
TDCF with properly selected parameters fully suppresses
nongeminate losses, the EGE is a reliable measure of how
eﬃciently incident photons are converted into extractable free
charges as a function of external bias. Figure 4 (upper panel)
clearly shows that the charge generation is independent of the
applied ﬁeld for all ﬁve blends studied in this work. As the
formation of free charges occurs via the thermalized charge
transfer (CT) states in a working solar cell,35 the ﬁeldindependent charge generation observed here hints at a
suﬃciently delocalized and only weakly bound CT state. This
can be fulﬁlled in the presence of aggregated PCBM domains36
when there also exists a favorable interfacial energy landscape
that stabilizes charges away from the donor:acceptor interface.12,37
To exactly quantify the eﬃciency of free charge generation
and collection for the ﬁve polymer/PBCM blends, external
quantum eﬃciency (EQE) spectra were recorded as a function
of bias (Figure S4). At high reverse bias, losses from NGR are
excluded and the EQE measured under these conditions gives
the absolute yield of free charge formation and coincides with
the EGE. Interestingly, for all ﬁve blends, the EQE at high
reverse bias is very comparable, around 69−73%, with EQE
reduced by only 3% for F00 (i.e., PBnDT-HTAZ) when
compared with other blends. Together with the ﬁeld

Figure 4. Upper panel: the external generation eﬃciency (EGE) oﬀset
for clarity as a function of applied prebias measured with TDCF at
excitation wavelength of 530 nm. Lower panel: The EQE measured at
530 nm and normalized to −2 V as a function of voltage for all ﬁve
blends. The arrows indicate the losses due to NGR at 0.5 V for F00
and F100.

independent charge generation in these blends, this observation
suggests that the absolute eﬃciency of charge generation is very
comparable for all blends at all ﬁelds. Therefore, at reduced
bias, the drop in EQE must be due to NGR as we will discuss
below.
Nongeminate Recombination. The lower panel in Figure
4 shows the ﬁeld-dependent EQE extracted at 530 nm for
direct comparison with the upper panel that displays the EGE.
The EQE is normalized to a high reverse bias of −2 V. In
contrast to the EGE, the EQE decreases with bias between 0
and 0.5 V, which is entirely caused by NGR (the relative NGR
losses at 0.5 V is indicated by the arrows in Figure 4). This loss
is largely reduced by the increased F substitution, which mirrors
the increase in ﬁll factor.
By varying the delay between charge generation and the
extraction of all remaining free charges, the TDCF technique is
able to track the fate of photogenerated free carriers. Data from
these delayed extraction measurements for F50 at conditions
close to the respective open circuit voltage are shown in Figure
5a, with the complete set of data for all ﬁve samples shown in
Figure S5. The amount of collected charge (Qcoll) as a function
of delay time can be ﬁtted to a recombination model which also
accounts for the number of charges that have been extracted
during delay (Qpre). By deﬁnition, Qcoll and Qpre add up to Qtot,
which is the total number of extractable charges. The data is
best described when only bimolecular recombination (BMR) is
included as the dominating nongeminate recombination
mechanism for all ﬁve blends, meaning that the current loss
due to NGR depends quadratically on the carrier density and is
thus very sensitive to the extraction eﬃciency of the devices.
Figure 5b shows the bimolecular recombination coeﬃcient
deduced from the ﬁts at 0.7 V for all ﬁve blends. Interestingly,
although the ﬁll factor increases almost linearly with the
amount of F substitution in the conjugated backbone, the BMR
coeﬃcient is virtually identical at around 1 × 10−17 m3/s for all
ﬁve blends. This mirrors the fact that the quantum eﬃciency of
free charge generation is unaﬀected by ﬂuorination, consistent
with the picture that both processes involve the same
intermediates. Our data on the BMR coeﬃcient essentially
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Figure 5. (a) The measured number of collected charges (Qcoll) and
the corresponding bimolecular recombination (BMR) ﬁt with
increasing delay time between laser pulse and extraction voltage for
the F50 sample at 0.7 V prebias. The number of charges that are
extracted during delay is Qpre. The sum of both, Qcoll + Qpre= Qtot, is
the total amount of charges. (b) The BMR coeﬃcient deduced from
BMR ﬁts as shown in (a) at conditions close to the respective open
circuit for all ﬁve blends.

Figure 6. Charge carrier mobilities of electrons and holes together
with the eﬀective extraction mobility as a function of ﬂuorine
substitution. The electron mobility is deduced from the transit time of
TDCF transients and from electron-only devices measured in the
SCLC regime. The hole mobility is measured with hole-only devices in
the SCLC regime, and the eﬀective extraction mobility is determined
via BACE as described in the text.

exclude a possible cause, a large change of the BMR coeﬃcient,
from accounting for the signiﬁcantly diﬀerent ﬁll factor in this
study. The very small eﬀect of the increased ﬂuorine
substitution on the BMR coeﬃcient in this study is consistent
with the fact that the mesoscale morphologies are very similar
for all ﬁve blends, but stands in contrast to previous results on
ﬂuorinated PCPDTBT, where the BMR coeﬃcient was shown
to decrease substantially upon ﬂuorination.13 The decrease of
BMR coeﬃcient for ﬂuorinated PCPDTBT was attributed to
the formation of larger and purer phases, in accordance with
earlier interpretations from recombination experiments and
simulations.38,39 The weak change on the BMR coeﬃcient
found here can, therefore, be attributed to the fact that domain
size and purity diﬀer very little among all ﬁve blends.
Charge Extraction. Since we establish BMR as the
dominating NGR mechanism in this study, the current density
that is lost due to NGR will increase quadratically with carrier
density. Consequently, even small increases in the steady state
charge carrier density will speed up recombination losses.
Because the overall steady state carrier density is directly
impacted by the charge carrier mobilities, we performed a
detailed study of the electron and hole mobility in all ﬁve
blends. Electron and hole mobility were measured separately
with diﬀerent techniques and these results are compiled in
Figure 6. Interestingly, electron mobilities deduced from the
photocurrent transients in TDCF and those from the space
charge limited current (SCLC) of electron-only devices
compare very well. All ﬁve blends have similar values of
around 5 × 10−3 cm2/V·s, which is quite typical for the electron
mobility in well performing polymer:fullerene blends. In stark
contrast, the SCLC hole mobility from the hole-only devices
varies by a factor of 7, from 0.17 × 10−3 cm2/V·s in the case of
F00 blend to 1.2 × 10−3 cm2/V·s for the F100 blend (see
Figure S7 for more details).
To verify the impact of a lower hole mobility on the average
steady state carrier density, we applied the bias enhanced
charge extraction (BACE) technique recently introduced by the
Neher lab.13,40 BACE is very comparable to TDCF with the
only diﬀerence being the illumination conditions. With BACE,
a laser diode is applied for milliseconds to realize steady state

between generation, recombination, and extraction at each bias.
Then the laser diode is switched oﬀ within 10 ns and the
voltage is reversed to extract all charges without any loss during
extraction. Therefore, BACE is able to measure the steady state
carrier density present in the device. The results are presented
in Figure S8. In the operating regime, with the light intensity
adjusted to give a short circuit current of 14 mA/cm2, the
steady state carrier density decreases steadily with increased
amount of F substitution for all operating voltages (Figure S8).
Therefore, though the coeﬃcient for BMR is almost the same
for the ﬁve blends, the lower carrier density in the more
ﬂuorinated polymer based devices slows down NGR, resulting
in a signiﬁcant increase of the ﬁll factor.
In addition to providing the average steady state carrier
density under virtually all bias and illumination conditions, the
BACE technique further oﬀers the eﬀective extraction mobility,
which is a nonlinear function of the hole and the electron
mobility as shown recently.13 In the working solar cell, charge
carrier motion by drift or diﬀusion is driven by the gradient of
the quasi Fermi levels.41 This gradient is calculated from the
diﬀerence in voltage that is needed to establish a certain carrier
density either at open circuit or in the operating regime. From
this gradient, the overall carrier density, and the current that is
generated at these conditions, the eﬀective extraction mobility
can be estimated, according to recently published methodology.13 The data obtained from this analysis is presented in
Figure 6, which clearly shows that more ﬂuorination increases
the eﬀective extraction mobility. Additionally, the comparison
of the eﬀective extraction mobility with the hole mobility
deduced from SCLC measurements reveals that the steady state
carrier density present in the device under illumination is
strongly determined by the hole mobility.
To summarize the results of the charge carrier dynamics
experiments, we ﬁnd that the generation of free charge is ﬁeldindependent and that the overall generation eﬃciency is very
comparable for all blends studied. Furthermore, the BMR
coeﬃcient is equally moderate at ca. 1 × 10−17 m3/s and is not
aﬀected by ﬂuorination. According to Langevin’s recombination
model, the recombination coeﬃcient is directly proportional to
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the sum of electron and hole mobility.42 Apparently, the BMR
coeﬃcient is determined by the faster type of carrier, the
electrons, as the recombination coeﬃcient and the electron
mobilities are equally constant in our system. Calculating the
Langevin recombination coeﬃcient with the measured
mobilities yields values around 3 × 10−15 m3/s for the studied
blends, meaning that BMR recombination is suppressed by a
factor of 300−400 for all ﬁve blends. In contrast, similar studies
on annealed P3HT:PCBM blends in the Neher lab revealed
hole and electron mobilities (from TDCF transient ﬁts) of 0.5
× 10−3 and 2 × 10−3 cm2/V·s, respectively.43 Together with a
BMR coeﬃcient of 0.5 × 10−17 m3/s measured on the very
same P3HT:PCBM blends, this gives a reduction factor of ca.
150. Thus, recombination is more strongly suppressed in the
F100:PCBM blend than in the annealed P3HT:PCBM blend.
We surmise that this low BMR is related to the very low
fullerene miscibility observed for F00 and F100. Following
prior procedures,30 we ﬁnd that only ∼4% residual PCBM
remains in either polymer (see Figure S9) after extensive
solvent annealing in trichlorobenzene, which results in all the
PCBMwhich is in excess of the thermodynamic miscibility
limitcrystallizing into macroscopic, large, and well separated
crystals. Considering the overall quite amorphous, or highly
disordered, nature of these polymers, this residual fullerene
concentration is one of the lowest observed for all donor
polymers studied to date.7,28,44 This reﬂects an inherently
unfavorable molecular interaction between the fullerene and the
polymers, thereby resulting in suﬃciently pure domains in the
corresponding BHJ blends.
A thermal annealing sequence over 40 min allows the average
composition ﬂuctuations of the unannealed blends used here to
be put on an absolute scale.44 The R-SoXS TSI and thus
relative domain purity rapidly saturates after 5−10 min of
annealing (see Figure S12). Assuming that this asymptotic limit
of the purity corresponds to the thermodynamic miscibility
limit, perfect phase separation with domains of 100% purity
would only yield a TSI that is 8% higher than observed here.
The composition variations, scaling with the square-root of TSI,
of the unannealed blend can thus be deduced to correspond to
a relative purity of ∼85%. Given that the majority of the PCBM
is agglomerated into nearly pure PCBM domains (due to the
low molecular weight of the PCBM), this implies that the
average PCBM concentration in the donor-rich phases, i.e.,
pure aggregated donor polymer and mixed domains, is at most
15%. Since the donor polymer is aggregated (as per UV−vis)
yet only slightly ordered (as per GIWAXS), the morphology is
likely very complex and includes at least three phases or
extensive gradients in composition between the pure PCBM
agglomerates and the pure donor polymer aggregates. Such a
morphology has a complex electronic landscape which helps to
guide the charges from the mixed domains to more pure
domains. The mixed domains, or gradients, which must
comprise a large volume fraction due to the pure ordering of
the donor polymer, allow for eﬀective exciton harvesting and
the pure domains allow for eﬀective transport with low
bimolecular recombination. In short, the combination of the
overall very high hole and electron mobilities and the strongly
reduced recombination are the key aspects to achieve high ﬁll
factors (over 70%) for thick active layers of F100 based BHJ
blends.

Article

DISCUSSION

Several possible parameters, including morphology, backbone
planarization, internal dipole moment change, etc., have been
proposed to describe the impact of ﬂuorination on the solar cell
device performance. Given that the morphology is changing so
little here, we have an ideal case to deﬁnitively investigate the
impact of other parameters and further understand the “F
eﬀect”. The constancy of the UV−vis spectra (see Figure S1)
directly suggests that backbone planarization is not an eﬀect of
ﬂuorination in our system.19 Similarly, the similar ﬁeld
independent external charge generation eﬃciency (EGE) and
bimolecular recombination for all materials deﬁnitively prove
that the internal dipole moment change (between the ground
state and the excited state)18 has no signiﬁcant impact on the
charge generation or suppression of recombination in our
system. Similarly, molecular interactions and orbital overlap can
be excluded as a cause here. We stress that such conclusions
cannot be made if the only device data available, or utilized, are
J−V characteristics; one should conduct comprehensive
investigation on chemistry/materials, morphology, and device
physics with a carefully designed and synthetically controlled
set of materials.
After ruling out all other possible causes, we discover that a
single parameter, the hole mobility, is responsible for the
change of short circuit current and ﬁll factor in thick polymer
solar cells (over 300 nm) of the studied copolymers. Our
results show that the most important parameter that
determines the ﬁll factor in this series of polymer:fullerene
blends is the charge extraction eﬃciency, which we ﬁnd is
limited by the hole mobility. The strong increase of hole
mobility with the increased amount of ﬂuorine substitution
enables quicker charge extraction to the electrodes, thereby
reducing the overall steady state carrier density present in the
device. As a result, the ﬁll factor steadily increases from F00 to
F100. Reduced recombination is also shown to be beneﬁcial for
high Jsc which is signiﬁcantly enhanced when going from F00 to
F25. The high electron and hole mobilities in combination with
the strongly reduced bimolecular recombination coeﬃcient
(relative to Langevin’s limit) for F100 (i.e., PBnDT-FTAZ) are
the key reason for the high ﬁll factor of up to 72.9% for its
devices with a thick active layer (over 300 nm), which is
maintained even for thickness of about 1 μm.2
Our results clearly indicate that the increased ﬂuorination on
the conjugated backbone, more speciﬁcally, on the acceptor
moiety of the “donor−acceptor” copolymers, beneﬁts the hole
carrier mobility with a strikingly monotonic correlation
observed in this series (Figure 6). Because similar morphologies, probed by P-SoXS, have been observed for all ﬁve BHJ
blends, the increased hole mobility with further ﬂuorination is
likely due to improved interchain transport, supported by the
improved (010) π−π stacking and face-on orientation observed
by GIWAXS. Furthermore, because of the random nature of
these three copolymers (i.e., F25, F50 and F75), our results
indicate that the “ﬂuorine (F) eﬀect” is not limited to
structurally well-deﬁned alternating copolymers such as
PBnDT-FTAZ and other F-containing polymers. Therefore,
strategically incorporating F substitution should be an
important design rationale in future molecular design of
conjugated polymers for BHJ solar cells.
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CONCLUSION
A few important conclusions emerge from this unequivocal
mobility-controlled performance of BHJ solar cells with thick
ﬁlms. First, given the fact that electron mobility in polymer:fullerene BHJ solar cells can be relatively high (e.g., ∼5 × 10−3
cm2/V·s in this study via both SCLC and TDCF), a
comparably high hole mobility is needed to guarantee eﬃcient
charge extraction at low internal ﬁelds, which helps to reduce
the NGR and improve the ﬁll factor34 (and the short circuit
current). For example, the obtained SCLC hole mobility of 1.2
× 10−3 cm2/V·s and the strongly reduced BMR coeﬃcient for
the F100 based device is suﬃcient to sustain a high ﬁll factor of
over 70% with a thick active layer over 300 nm. However, given
the hole mobility is still lower than the electron mobility,
further enhancing the hole mobility could in principle increase
the ﬁll factor to over 80%45 for thicker active layers, a value on
par with that of inorganic solar cells (e.g., Si, GaAs, etc.).
Second, a high hole mobility is even more important for the
more popular small band gap donor based BHJ devices. With
an increase in solar light absorption due to their small band gap,
these devices can generate more charge carriers than the
polymers (band gap of ∼2.0 eV) in this study. Therefore, the
small band gap devices are more susceptible to the current loss
from NGR, which scales with the product of the recombination
coeﬃcient and the charge density squared (vide supra).
Unfortunately, these small band gap polymers typically have
low hole mobilities, which cannot reconcile the conﬂict
between the light absorption (mandating a thick ﬁlm) and
fast charge extraction (requiring a thinner ﬁlm if the hole
mobility is low). With only few exceptions,46,47 these small
band gap polymers based solar cells typically reach their
performance maximum at ∼100 nm,3,4,16,28 since a thicker ﬁlm
would lead to signiﬁcantly reduced ﬁll factor (and also current)
due to recombination. Therefore, optimizing charge carrier
extraction while maintaining eﬃcient generation and strongly
suppressed nongeminate recombination at relatively thick
layers (over 300 nm) should remain key challenges for future
material design and device optimization.
Fast charge carrier extraction requires a high hole mobility,
which appears to be linked with the polymer backbone oriented
“face-on” toward the substrate according to our results. Recent
results, in fact, revealed a strong dependence of the vertical
mobility on the backbone orientation.48 Though it is yet not
clear how this goal can be achieved via rational molecular
design, the present results reveal that small changes in the
chemical structure are suﬃcient to induce a signiﬁcant
reorientation of the backbone toward the preferential “faceon” alignment.
These challenges facing donor polymers also apply to the
ongoing eﬀorts to ﬁnd fullerene replacements, where mobility
measurements could be used as a screening tool. Finally, the
“ideal” materials for polymer solar cells should not only have
small band gaps to maximize the light absorption (i.e., a
potentially high Jsc) and balanced energy levels (i.e., a high Voc);
they should also have comparably high electron/hole mobilities
(>1 × 10−3 cm2/V·s) for fast charge extraction (i.e., reducing
the carrier density) while exhibiting a suitable morphology in
the BHJ blend to reduce the recombination coeﬃcient well
below the Langevin limit (possibly smaller than 1 × 10−17
m3/s) to achieve a high ﬁll factor.49 All these should be
achieved with thick ﬁlms for maximizing the eﬃciency and

more importantly, for the future roll-to-roll manufacturing of
such polymer solar cells.

■

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

All polymers were synthesized according to previously published
methods.2,23 For solar cells, indium tin oxide (150 nm via sputtering
with patterned shadow mask; 20 Ω□−1; purchased from Thin Film
Devices) coated glass substrates were ultrasonicated in DI water,
acetone, and isopropanol for 15 min per cleaning solvent. The
substrates were dried under a stream of nitrogen and subjected to the
treatment of UV-Ozone (UVO Cleaner Model 42, Jelight Company,
Inc.) for 30 min. A ﬁltered dispersion of PEDOT:PSS in water
(Baytron PH500) was then spun cast onto clean ITO substrates at
4000 rpm for 60 s and then baked at 140 °C for 10 min to give a thin
ﬁlm with a thickness of 40 nm. Blends of PBnDT-(X)FTAZ:PCBM
(1:2 w/w, 12 mg/mL for polymer) were dissolved in 1,2,4trichlorobenzene with heating at 120−140 °C for 6 h. Blend ﬁlms
were spincast on PEDOT:PSS from the hot solution at an RPM
between 400 and 600 for 60 s. The substrates were transferred into
vacuum chamber immediately after spin-coating and then dried at
reduced pressure (∼5 mmHg) for 30 min. The devices were ﬁnished
for measurement after thermal deposition of a 30 nm ﬁlm of calcium
and a 70 nm ﬁlm of aluminum as the cathode at a base pressure of 1 ×
10−6 mbar. There are 8 devices per substrate, with an active area of 12
mm2 per device. Device characterization was carried out under AM
1.5G irradiation with the intensity of 100 mW/cm2 (Oriel 91160, 300
W) calibrated by a NREL certiﬁed standard silicon cell. Current
density versus voltage (J−V) curves were recorded with a Keithley
2400 digital source meter. The photovoltaic parameters are the average
values measured from 8 devices with the standard deviations as error
bars, the reported J−V curves (e.g., Figure 1a) under 1 sun are from
the devices that have the closest values to the average values in the 8
devices. All fabrication steps after adding the PEDOT:PSS layer onto
ITO substrate, and characterizations were performed in gloveboxes
under nitrogen atmosphere (MBraun, Inc.). Film thicknesses were
measured with an Alpha-Step D-100 Stylus Proﬁler (KLA-Tencor).
R-SoXS measurements were conducted at beamline 11.0.1.2 of the
Advanced Light Source (ALS)50 following previously established
methods and protocols,7,51,52 by ﬂoating sections of blend ﬁlms from
actual devices used for current−voltage measurements onto silicon
nitride windows. GIWAXS was carried out at beamline 7.3.3 of the
ALS53 following previous methods on actual devices used for electrical
measurements.52
TDCF33 was measured with pulsed excitation from a diodepumped, Q-switched Nd:YAG laser (NT242,EKSPLA) with 5,5 ns
pulse duration and 500 Hz repetition rate. An Agilent 81150A pulse
generator was used to apply the pre- and collection bias to the sample
in combination with a home-built ampliﬁer. The current through the
device was measured via a 50 Ω resistor in series recorded with a
Yokogawa DL9140 oscilloscope. The pulse generator was triggered via
a fast photodiode (EOT, ET-2030TTL). To compensate the internal
latency of the pulse generator, the laser pulses were delayed via a
multimode ﬁber (LEONI, 85m). The pulse ﬂuence was measured with
a Ophir Vega power meter equipped with a photodiode sensor
(PD300-UV).
BACE13 was measured with the same setup as TDCF except for the
illumination source. In BACE a high power 1W, 445 nm laser diode
(insaneware) with ∼10 ns light switch-oﬀ time is used. The LED is
operated at 100 Hz repetition rate with applying the light for 9 ms to
the sample to reach steady state conditions. The light is coupled into a
ﬁber (LEONI, 60 m) for high homogeneity of the light proﬁle. After
the light is oﬀ, the voltage is reversed to extract all carriers without
recombination losses being the same as in TDCF.
Samples for TDCF and BACE were prepared following the same
procedure used to fabricate the devices for J−V measurements, except
that the former devices had a smaller active area that ensured low RC
time constants in the transient experiments. Devices were encapsulated
with 2 component epoxy resin and a glass lid prior to air exposure.
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